
Sept 9, 130hz, left side goal 
 
Trails - E goes in and up and millimeters toward the correct side and the fork slowly. Before 
reaching the fork, e turns back toward the entrance, but doesn’t completely turn around, then 
continues on toward the fork. E sits there, looking into the correct side. Then back and forth. E 
goes into the fork on the correct side, and starts nearly in, then goes to the middle and sits 
there, seemingly undecided.  Then, e turns around and goes back toward the entrance. Half 
way to the entrance, e begins to turns around again toward the correct side and heads that way 
back toward the fork. E has one minute. E sits between the speakers on the correct side and 
begins to retract. The 10 minutes end, I open the cap and lay down some cucumber. E does 
some circles then I end up having to remove em. 
 
Big Yellow - E goes in and up. E goes toward the fork on the wrong side but goes into the fork 
on the correct side, skipping the wrong side. E millimeters to the end. Right before entering the 
cap, e turns around and heads back toward the fork. Then, e does some circles in the correct 
side tube. Then, e heads into the cap of the correct side. E wanders around in there until eir ten 
minutes is up at which point, I open the cap with em still inside. 
 
Dr. Strange - E heads in and up and down the middle toward the fork, then shortly goes over to 
the correct side before even reaching the speakers. E goes to the fork on that side and once e 
reaches the fork, looks around. E stops and stairs int the correct side for a while then wavers 
back and forth again. Then, e lingers on the wrong side and even millimeters closer and looks 
like e might go in, but then turns over to the other and looks like e might go in there, but then 
just stays there, not entering. E starts going toward the bottom of the tub on that side and is 
doing that when the 10 minutes is up. I open the cap and lay down some cucumber and e turns 
to go  in and takes eir time but exits the maze and chomps on the cucumber. 
 
Isabella - E goes in and heads down the fork on the correct side. When e gets to the fork, e 
looks back and forth, not entering the fork. E begins turning around toward the entrance, then 
turns back, but not all the way and just sits there. E stays in this position for the rest of the 10 
minutes. I open the cap and lay down the cucumber. E slightly looks over then goes back to eir 
position. After two minutes, I spray em. After another minute, e goes in and exits. 


